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Abstract  
 

Current vector space model, for instance TF/IDF, 

has not yet taken into account the relations between 

terms; it only combines the term frequency in a 

document and the inverse document frequency in 

whole database to identify importance-score 

(weight) of a term respect with the document. Here 

we discover lexical relations among terms in the 

document to improve the vector space model 

TF/IDF. The weight generated from TF/IDF for 

each term, which is improved by lexical relations 

among related terms in the document. We evaluate 

the proposed method using documents selected from 

Wikipedia. The result shown that the proposed 

method is significant effective. 
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1. Introduction 
 

IR (Information Retrieval) systems are designed for 

finding similarity documents. Vector Space Model 

borrowed from Information Retrieval [1], any text 

can be seen as a vector in V-dimensional space of a 

document, a query, a sentence, a word, an entire 

encyclopaedia [2]. This model is an algebraic model 

which represents text documents as vectors of 

identifier, such as terms [3]. The elements of this 

vector express the level of important of a word/term 

and the raw frequency of this word in a document. 

This model represents text as the point in n-

dimensional Euclidean space, each dimension 

corresponding to one of the set of words. 

 

 

 

 

 
*Author for correspondence 

 

 
 Figure 1: Vector space model 

 

One of the most applications of Vector Space Model 

is TF/IDF.  TF/IDF (Term Frequency/ Inverse 

Document Frequency) is one of basic methods to 

compute the weight of terms. There are many 

variants of TF/IDF. The following common variant 

was used, as found in [4] 

 

TF (Term Frequency) which how calculate the raw 

frequency of a term occurs in a document. The 

different length of every document, which leads to a 

term, would appear much more times in long 

documents than shorter ones. Thus, the term 

frequency is often normalized by dividing the 

document length [5]. 

 

IDF (Inverse document frequency) is used to evaluate 

the level of importance of a term. While calculating 

TF, the importance of all terms is the same. However, 

many terms such as "a", "the", and "this", and so on, 

maybe occur frequently but have little importance. 

Thus we need to decline the weight of these terms 

while scale up the rare ones. 
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With below TF/IDF formula, it means that the weight 

of term is highest when it occurs many times within a 

small number of documents. 

 
Figure 2: Illustrate meaning of TF/IDF [2] 

 

However, TF/IDF maybe not the best method to 

evaluate the weight of terms in the document. The 

first problem, the relations among terms are not 

considered. For example, with the sentence: laptop is 

one kinds of computer. TF/IDF recognizes laptop and 

computer are different terms, but in the natural 

language, they have a relationship together. Another 

problem related to co-reference, considering a 

sentence: Obama has had a speech in New York 

while he visited there three days. In this case, he 

refers to Obama, which can improve the weight of 

Obama term.  As in formal writing, the writer usually 

edits a document with more relations and co-

references of terms together which avoid repeating 

the subjects.  Therefore, in this paper, we base on 

relation and co-references of the natural language 

processing to propose an algorithm that enhances the 

weight of terms in the documents. 

 

2. Principle Patterns 
 

2.1 Co-reference resolution 

2.1.1 Pronoun Co-reference 

Pronoun co-reference determines the most likely 

antecedent for a pronoun in the text. The 

implemented algorithm for pronoun co-reference 

filters potential antecedents from the sentence 

containing the pronoun and from the preceding 

sentence. This filtering is based upon: 

 

1. Grammatical constraints (e.g., a pronoun 

does not co-refer with a clausal co-

argument; in the clause “. The PLA 

Commander promoted him”, the direct 

object” him” cannot co-refer to the subject 

“The PLA Commander”).  

2. Mismatches of the features of number (e.g.,” 

the commander” and “they”), gender (“the 

man” and “her”), and animacy (“the 

commander” and “it”).  

3. Mismatches in known semantic classes 

(e.g.,” he “and “the U.N.” where “the U.N.” 

has been identified as an organization.  

 

The potential antecedents that are not filtered 

according to these criteria are ranked according to 

salience. The numeric salience score is calculated 

based upon several features. These are:  

 

1. Grammatical function (e.g., a clause subject 

is assigned a higher score than a clause 

direct object). 

2. Semantic class (e.g., an identified person is 

assigned a higher score than a reference that 

has an unknown semantic class when 

evaluating potential antecedents for a 

singular personal pronoun).  

3. Distance of the potential antecedent from the 

pronoun (the candidate references in the 

same sentence are scored higher than those 

in the preceding sentence). 

 

2.1.2 Name Co-reference 

Name co-reference determines when identified names 

in the text refer to the same entity. The name co-

reference algorithm developed for the IAA-Cyc 

prototype checks for matches between one text 

reference and another. The matching criteria are 

based upon:  

1. Aliases within the document that are 

indicated by parentheticals (e.g., “People’s 

Liberation Army [PLA]”).   

2. Aliases stored in the database (e.g., “KFOR” 

as an alias for “Kosovo Force”). 

3. Normal forms derived according to syntactic 

features (e.g.,”U.N.Security Council“ for” 

the U.N.Security Council”).  

4. Normal forms stored in the database (e.g., 

“Kosovo Force” for “KFOR”).  

5. Variants of names (e.g., “Videnov” for 

“Zhan Videnov”).  
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6. Text matching, when the semantic types 

assigned the text references are consistent 

(“Arpad Goncz” matches “Arpad Goncz”). 

 

2.2 Lexico-Syntactic Patterns for Hypernymy 

Three syntactic phenomena commonly encode the 

hypernymic proposition: verbs, appositive structures, 

and nominal modifications. Here, we consider 

appositive structures [7, 8] in which two noun 

phrases must be contiguous. Three kinds of 

appositive cues can then mark the second noun 

phrase: commas, parentheses, or lexical items 

(including, such as, particularly, and especially). For 

instance, consider a sentence (*). “We identified the 

activities among students such as seminars, 

discusses, conferences”, where activity is the 

hypernym of seminar, discussion, conference. The 

sentence is then transformed into the following 

lexico-syntactic expression: 

 

(1a) NP0 such as NP1, NP2. . . , (and ∥ or) NPi i   1, 

where NPi  is phrase noun i, are such that they imply 

(1b) for all NPi, i   1, hypernym (head(NP0), 

head(NPi )) where head(NPi ) is head noun of NPi. 

In [7, 8] authors presented most of lexico-syntactic 

patterns for hyponymy. However, they have not 

analyzed NP yet to identify its head noun, so it often 

makes mistakes about finding hypernym relation 

between concepts. 

 

3. Improved TF/IDF 

 

3.1 Feature Vector of Document Using 

TF/IDF 

Definition 2 (Feature Vector of Normal 

Document). Let T
d 

= (t1, t2,…, tn) be the collect ion 

of all of key-words (or terms) of the document d. 

Term frequency tf(d, t) is defined as the number of 

occurrences of term t in document d. A set term 

frequency pairs, P
d
 = {(t,f)|t   T

d
; f > threshold}, 

called the pattern of document.  Given a pattern P
d
= 

{(t1, f1); (t2, f2),…, (tm, fm)}, let  ⃗ be the feature vector 

of document d and let td be the collection of 

corresponding terms to the pattern, we have: 

 ⃗= (w1, w2,…,wm) (1) 

td = (t1, t2, …, tm) (2) 

where 

 

wi = 
  

∑   
 
   

 * log 
   

        
 (3) 

 

Definition 3 (Feature Vector of Hyperlink 

Document). Let P
i
 = {(t1, f1), (t2, f2), … ,(tm, fm)} be 

the pattern of the document i belonging to the set of 

hyperlink ds of the hyperlink document, i=1..n. A set 

term frequency pairs, P
c
 = ∑n=1..n P

i
, called the pattern 

of the ds. Let    ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ be the feature vector of the ds and 

let tds be the collection of corresponding terms to the 

pattern, we have: 

   ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗= (w1; w2, … , wk) (4) 

tds = (t1, t2,…,tk)  (5) 

where 

 

wi = 
  

∑   
 
   

 * log 
   

        
 (6) 

 

3.2 Improving TF/IDF Using Pagerank 

Algorithm 

According to our examination, an importance 

measurement of a term respecting to a document, 

which must take into account the contributions from 

all other related terms in the document. Here we 

propose an algorithm using pageranking to improve 

TF/IDF (for short, we call pagerank algorithm) by 

considering lexical relations among terms. It consists 

of two steps including Initialization and Propagation. 

In Initialization, first, a weighted graph G = (V; E) is 

composed, where V is a set of nodes representing 

terms of the feature vector of a document generated 

by using TF/IDF. Each node associated with a weigh 

(see Session 2) and E is a set of edges (V * V) 

representing the relationship between the 

corresponding terms. The initial importance-score 

(weight) of each relationship is calculated by eq. 6.  

 

In Propagation, the importance score of each term is 

improved by taking into account the contributions 

from all the other related terms in the document via 

characterization of four features of potentially 

important scores of the term and its relations, which 

drive the drifting stream of consciousness: 

 A term is more important if there are more 

relations originating from the term. 

 A term is more important if there is a 

relation originating from the term to a more 

important term. 

 A term is more important if it has a higher 

relation weight to any other terms. 

 A relation weight is higher if it originates 

from a more important term. 
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Let r(ci) be a function of an importance weight of 

term ci, ri =r(ci) be an importance weight value of the 

term ci, w(ci, cj) be a relation weight function, and wij 

=w(ci, cj) be the weight of all relations from ci to cj. It 

is possible that there exists more than one relation 

from term ci to term cj. Therefore, rj wij is the total 

importance value of all the relations from term ci to 

term cj. In fact, the basic idea underlying 

Propagation is similar to the idea of [6]; we present a 

similar recursive formula that computes the weight of 

a relation starting from term ci to term cj at the (k+1)
th

 

iteration (see eq. 7). The weight is proportional to the 

importance of ci and is the inverse ratio of the sum of 

all the importance values of cj’s backward concepts at 

the k + 1
th

 iteration. 

Wk+1(ci, cj ) =
      

∑           
 
     (7) 

And the recursive formulae are used to calculate the 

importance of term ci at the k +1
th

 iteration. The 

importance consists of two parts; one contributed by 

all the importance values of ci’s forward terms and 

the weight of relations from ci to the forward terms 

with probability  . The other is contributed by some 

independent jump probabilities (here
 

 
) with 

probability   ;the formulation is then expressed as 

follows: 

 

rk+1(ci) = 
 

 
+ ∑     (     )  (  )     

       

(8) 

 

4. Experiment 
 

4.1 Dataset 

The dataset for experiment is collected from 

wikipedia.org. The dataset is classified into folders in  

which  contains collected text-files following  topics 

correspondly; for example Agriculture, Computer, 

Business, Fashion, Sport and so on (see Figure 3) 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Data set 

 

4.2 Outline Implementation 

Input: A document, d 

Output: weight of terms in document d using 

TF/IDF deal with coreference and pagerank 

algorithms. 

Step 1: Calculate the weight of terms in document d 

using TF/IDF algorithm (for instance shown in 

Figure 4). 

 

 
 

Figure 4: The result of TF/IDF 
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Step 2: Find coreferences in document d with using 

Standford  Core NPL [2]. The result is shown in 

Figure 5. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5: The result of coreference 
 

Step 3: Calculate the weight of terms after discovering the coreferences (see Figure 6). 

 

 
 

Figure 6: The result of TF/IDF after coreference 

 

Step 4: Use rule of lexical relation and Standford 

Parser to find the terms have relationship together 

and store them in a graph database. 

 

 
 

Figure 7: The relations of terms 

 

Step 5: Base on the graph of terms, we improve the 

weight of term by using pagerank algorithm. 
4.3 Evaluation 

Use rule of lexical relations and Stanford Parser to 

find the relationship of terms, we have the blow 

graph for computerproram.txt (see Figure 8). 
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Figure 8: The relations between terms in computerproram.txt 
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Table 1: The weight of terms calculated by 

TF/IDF, coreference and pageranking algorithm 

 

TERM TF/IDF 

TF/IDF-

COREFEREN

CE 

PAGERAN

K 

computer 0.0857460 

          

0.13251600  0.0622928 

program 0.0591705 

          

0.18934600  0.4362440 

code 0.0473364 

          

0.05917050  0.2289800 

source 0.0371431 

          

0.04642880  0.1796720 

product 
0.0185715 

          

0.02785730  

0.00000000

0000668 

concerns 0.0118341 

          

0.01183410  

0.00000000

0000283 

business 0.0063044 

          

0.00630441  

0.00000000

0000151 

software 0.0620605 

          

0.06206050  0.0620605 

process 0.0092857 

          

0.00928577  

0.00000000

0005305 

    

 

 
 

Figure 9: Comparison between the weight of 

terms calculated by TF/IDF, coreference and page 

ranking algorithms 

 

 With TF/IDF algorithm, the weight of 

“Program” term gains the second top 

approximately 0.05917. After use 

coreference algorithm its weight increases 

significantly. Especially, with pagerank 

algorithm, the weight of “Program”  term is 

highest about 0.4362 (see Figure 9). There 

are two reasons making the weight of 

“Program” term go up: 

- Firstly, there are more relations originating from 

“Program” term. Especially, it has many higher 

relation weight (“Source” term and “Code” term). A 

relation weight is higher if it originates from a more 

important term. 

 

 
 

- Secondly, there is a relation originating from 

“Program” term to a more important term 

(“Computer” term). 

 

 

 

 In contrast, with pagerank algorithm, the 

weight of “Product” term decreased 

significantly and approximately equal to 0. 

Because  “Product” term has more relation 

originating from “Product” term to less 

important term. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10: The difference between TF/IDF, 

Coreference and page ranking algorithms 

 

Figure 10 shown that the pagerank method makes 

important terms to be clearer than TF/IDF method. 
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tfidf
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Coreference method can only improve the weight of 

terms, it cannot adjust the weight of terms for 

comfortable with the context. In contrast, pagerank 

algorithm not only improves the weight of important 

terms but also adjust the weight become more 

reasonable. For example, a document on 

Wikipedia.org which talks about “Computer 

Program”. Deal with pagerank algorithm, the weight 

of terms such as: Program, Source, Code are 

increased. In contrast, the weight of “Product” term is 

decreased. This is reasonable with the context of 

document. 
More experimental result is examined as follows: 

 

 

 
 

Figure 11: The graph show relations between terms in document art.txt 

Table 2: The weight of terms calculated by 

TF/IDF, coreference and page ranking algorithms 

for document art.txt 

 

TERM TF/IDF 

TF/IDF-

COREFEREN

CE 

PAGERAN

K 

art 

0.062419

5 0.1521231 0.1956251 

term 

0.004847

7 0.0144994 0.0032045 

gods 

0.011783

2 0.0117478 0.0000181 

description 

0.009695

4 0.0289989 0.0289989 

field 

0.007607

6 0.0227543 0.0227543 

arts 

0.096954

1 0.1159961 0.1159961 

humans 

0.007584

7 0.0075847 0.0075847 

characterist

ic 

0.023495

6 0.0234956 0.0234956 

 

Figure 12: Comparison between the weight of 

terms use TF/IDF, coreference and page ranking 

algorithm of document art.txt 
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Figure 13: The relations of terms in document of history.txt 

 

Table 3: The weight of terms calculated by 

TF/IDF, coreference and page ranking algorithm 

of document history.txt 

 

Term TF/IDF 
TF/IDF-

Coreference 
Pagerank 

History  

0.074276

9 0.114792 0.537597 

Knowled

ge  

0.011472

2 
0.057361 

0.00000005583

85 

Meaning 

0.005765

73 
0.0288286 

0.00000002806

34 

Humans 

0.007406

83 
0.00740683 0.00740683 

Past 

0.022220

5 
0.0666615 0.0666615 

Study  

0.043524

5 
0.0808312 0.00000317628 

Inquiry 

0.011472

2 
0.0688332 

0.00000006700

62 

Historian

s 

0.022944

4 
0.0458888 

0.00000000621

703 

Educatio

n 

0.011472

2 
0.0114722 

0.00000000005

897 

Historia 

0.011472

2 
0.126194 

0.00000012284

40 

Problems 

0.009439

52 
0.00943952 0.00943952 

perspecti 0.009439 0.00943952 0.00943952 

Term TF/IDF 
TF/IDF-

Coreference 
Pagerank 

ve 52 

present 

0.007406

83 
0.044441 0.044441 

disciplin

e 

0.045888

8 
0.0803055 

0.00000001087

98 

Universit

y 

0.009439

52 
0.018879 0.018879 

way 

0.006752

45 
0.00675245 0.00675245 

 

 
 

Figure 14: Comparison the weight of terms use 

TF/IDF, coreference and page ranking algorithm 

of document history.txt 
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Figure 15: The relations of terms in document of durian.txt 

 

Table 4: The weight of terms calculate by TF/IDF, 

coreference and page ranking algorithm of 

document durian.txt 

 

Term TF/IDF 
TF/IDF-

Coreference 
Pagerank 

durian 0.0654184 0.143921 0.4498890 

Tree 0.0130837 0.157004 0.1570040 

Durio 0.0392511 0.170088 0.1700880 

genus 0.00844725 0.00928577 0.0092858 

fruit 0.0231029 0.107813 0.1495920 

fragrance 0.0130837 0.0261674 0.0261674 

Aroma 0.0130837 0.0130837 0.0130837 

Species  0.0286756 0.0860267 0.0027703 

regions  0.0094094 0.0094094 0.0094094 

Market 0.0168945 0.0253418 0.0043995 

centimetres 0.0261674 0.0261674 0.0261674 

diameter 0.0107655 0.0107655 0.0107655 

kilograms 0.0130837 0.0130837 0.0130837 

shape 0.0107655 0.0215309 0.0215309 

colour  0.0107655 0.0215309 0.0215309 

husk 0.0322964 0.0538274 0.0538274 

flesh  0.033789 0.0422363 0.0199786 

 

 
 

Figure 16: Comparison the weight of terms use 

TF/IDF, coreference and page ranking algorithm 

of document durian.txt 
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Figure 17: The graph show relations of terms in document of shoes.txt 

 

Table 5: The weight of terms calculate by TF/IDF, 

coreference and page ranking algorithm of 

document shoes.txt 

 

Term TF/IDF 
TF/IDF-

Coreference 
Pagerank 

Shoes 0.138304 0.138304 0.707065 

foot  0.0382686 0.063781 0.211705 

body 0.0086606 0.0086606 0.0086606 

Ground 0.0127562 0.0127562 0.0127562 

Rocks 0.0197577 0.0197577 0.0197577 

Item 0.0395154 0.0592731 0.0592731 

Decorati

on 
0.0197577 0.0197577 0.0197577 

Boots 0.0197577 0.0197577 0.0197577 

mountain

eering 
0.0197577 0.0197577 0.0197577 

materials 0.0185109 0.0185109 0.0185109 

Plastics  
0.0162569 0.0162569 

0.0000000000

0000164 

Rubber 
0.0162569 0.0162569 

0.0000000000

0000164 

Canvas  
0.0197577 0.0197577 

0.0000000000

0000200 

Wood  
0.0162569 0.0162569 

0.0000000000

0000164 

Leather  
0.0197577 0.0197577 

0.0000000000

0000200 

 

 
 

Figure 18: Comparison between the weight of 

terms use TF/IDF, coreference and page ranking 

algorithm of document shoes.txt 

 

5. Related Work 

 

A method using a neural network based language 

model that distinguishes and uses both local and 

global context via a joint training objective in order 

to enhance Vector-space models (VSM) [9].  

Certainly, a method to improve vector space model 

using multilingual correlation was proposed. In 

particular, the independent VSM with different 
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languages are created and then projects them onto a 

common vector space. The latent semantic analysis 

serves as the monolingual VSM baseline [10].  

Another approach, VSMs according to the type of 

matrix involved: term {document, word {context, and 

pair {pattern [11]. They believe that the choice of a 

particular matrix type is more fundamental than other 

choices, such as the particular linguistic processing or 

mathematical processing.  

 

In the last few years, the Topic-based Vector Space 

Model (TVSM) [12] and the enhanced Topic-based 

Vector Space Model (eTVSM) [13] have been 

proposed. [14] keep on propose the first spam 

filtering model that uses an eTVSM to represent e-

mail messages. They use an implementation of an 

eTSVM that applies the WordNet semantic ontology 

[15] for identifying synonym terms that share same 

interpretation.  
 

6. Conclusion 
 

We proposed a method to improve accuracy of 

TF/IDF by taking to account the lexical relations 

among terms in documents. To evaluate the method, 

tests have been conducted using dataset of Wikipedia 

with different kind of topics. Figure 10, 12, 14, 16, 

18 shown that the TF/IDF with page ranking method 

clearly distinguishes weights of terms. TF/IDF with 

coreference method can only improve the weight of 

terms, it cannot adjust the weight of terms for 

comfortable with the context. In contrast, TF/IDF 

with page ranking not only improves the weight of 

important terms but also adjust the weight become 

more reasonable. The experimental result shown that 

the proposed method is a significant technique of 

computing importance-weight of terms belonging to 

documents. In future work, we will extract many 

more relations among terms to improve accuracy. 
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